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Editorial:
Cor1stitutional
.
Amendments
The Lobo advocates the passage of
Constitutional Amendments Nos. 3,
A, 5 and 6.
.
No. 3 requires that a legal advisor
for Student Court be appointed by
the dean of the Law School from the
law faculty. In light of recent legal
quadries and the court's inability. to
tell the difference between
constitutional and unconstitutional
questions, we feel a trained
supervisor, without voting rights,
would be the best answer.
No. 4 calls for the abolition of
Student Affairs Committee, which is
no longer needed since chartering
procedures have been changed. The
committee also voted itself out of
existence last spring.
No. 5 would delete the portion of
the ASUNM Constitution which
requires the faculty to pass all
ASUNM Constitutional
Amendments. We do not feel
students need faculty approval for
every step we make. The faculty has
already deleted a similar portion
from their constitution, and the
Regents have approved that deletion.
The Lobo opposes Amendments
Nos. 1 and 2, which deal with
lowering the number of hours
required for ASUNM presidential
and vice presidential candidates. We
feel the current number of hours
required is necessary so the president
and vice president have as much
experience as possible in dealing with
the University's inner structure. It
would also make it more possible for
some crazy to run for the jobs twice
(if anyone is really that crazy).
Sarah Laidlaw

Letters:
Student Coalition
To the Editor:
As a program for the student
Senate, the United Student Coalition
for Peace supports the following:
1) A voting student and faculty
member on the Regents.
2) Any policies pertaining to
student affairs must be submitted to
them in a referendum and passed, or
agreed to by their elected
representatives to be binding upon
them.
3) Academic scholarships should
be given financial priority over
athletic scholarships.
4) Any student monies should go
toward building a first-rate,
undergraduate library and
intra·mural athletic program before
monies are diverted into
inter-collegiate athletics.
5) Combination of a flea-market
and crafts fair in which students and
others can rent, for a small fee, an
area in the Ballroom to display their
craft.
6) Complete fiscal investigation
of food services and bookstore ithe
Union.
Fred Ream

Faculty Firmly Rejects Senate Proposal

By JIM PENSIERO
Being as reality has been so
crushing lately we thought we might
dull the pain like a proverbial coca
leaf by relating a purely hypothetical
event that could possibly occur in
Albuquerque in the near future.
In a vain attempt to prepare a
story on time for my delightful
editor and receive 12 brownie points
in my faltering journalism class I
thought I would handle a story in
the classic five W's and one H style
(where, when, why, who, what and
how). The story is coming out of a
mythical wire service, the JP, and is
preceded by several snappy advances.
Albuquerque, Nov. 16- (JP)"This is perhaps the greatest thing to
happen in Albuquerque since we
were put on Triple-AAA list of the
American Truckers Association."
With this glowing appraisal local
promoter Ernie Bilko summed up
the general consensus of opinion of
the Duke City's youth as the word
spread that nationwide phallic
symbols and rock stars The Hot Junk
Railroad would make a pit stop in
the city.
Hot Junk has had remarkable
sue cess (in light of their talent)
especially evident in their album,
Jubilation for the Masses. A single
from that album, "Abscess to Your
Heart," is currently coasting high on
the nationwide "top 40" charts.
The trio is composed of Jimmy
Incoherent on base, vocal (for lack
of better name}, and hand
percussion; Franc la Film on drums
and Tom "Booster" Stacatto on
guitar and vocal.
They are scheduled to perform at
Pipejoy Hall on Wednesday at 8 p.m.
with a sell-out crowd for this once in - a- lifetime event. 10-4
Albuquerque, N.M., Nov. 17{JP) - Albuquerque police Chief
Pinkus 0. Supressor has recently
beefed up his force in anticipation
for, in his words, what could be "a
rowdy crowd of young hooligans"
that is expected tomorrow night at a
concert given by pop stars Hot Junk
Railroad.
"The job for me and the boys is to
maintain order and that is precisely
what we will do. There's no room for
statute breakers in a metropolis like
Albuquerque," the chief said.
In expectation, Supressor has
outlined what his arsenal will
contain: 76 police officers, two riot
cars, a car load of tear gas (loc~lly
made, of course), a rovmg
motorcycle detachment, four buses,
16 infiltrating miniature German
shepherds and six cartons of those
nifty red flares for the light show.
Meanwhile, Albuquerque's branch
of the Laides for Freedom (LAF), in
anticipation of a riot, have prepared
1200 egg salad sandwiches and
similar amounts of hot cocoa to, in
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Tlze Great
Divide
their words, "keep the boys comfy."
Promotor Ernie Bilko has
promised Santa Fe the concert will
run smoothly. He added he has sold
13,000 tickets for a hall that holds
11,000 with his logic being, "if we
pack the place too full there won't
be any room for fisticuffs."
Albuquerque, Nov. 17-(JP)The Hot Junk Railroad arrived in the
Duke City aboard Trans Transient
today at the Sunport amid great
fanfare. A major portion of the city's
"heads" were on hand to greet the
people who are "great innovators
and a major reason why American
music is where it is today."
Singer Jimmy Incoherent
wondered out loud if perhaps the
plane hadn't been hijacked to
Alberia. His fears were quickly
quelled when community leader Phil
"Dialated" Pupils presented the band
with a key to the city. Asked about
the strange square shape of the key,
Pupils said, "Keys are perhaps the
greatest contribution Albuquerque
has for the outside world besides
green chile."
After a brief stop at Yale Park
where good vibes and a few publicity
shots were taken of local
misbehavers egging a jewlers, the
band's entourage moved slowly up
Central, where temporary
headquarters were established at
White Winrock.
Commenting on the apparent lack
of activity in the city, besides
watching pick-up trucks drag,
drummer Franc la Film formerly a
native of Alsace-Lourraine, said,
"well, it's not Juarez, but it's our
duty as responsible rock stars to play
the good with the bad."
Hot Junk will appear at Pipejoy
Hall tonight along with local upstarts
the Stalegmites, formerly of
Carlsbad.
Promoter Ernie Bilko has called
the show "a complete sell-out."

Albuquerque, Nov. 17-(JP)-A
riot took place tonight at a concert
given by superstars the Hot Junk
Railroad. The disturbance occurred
as the Railroad tuned their
instruments. 12 people received
thumb injuries.
The riot took place shortly· after a
warm-up group, the Stalegmites,
. were booed off the stage after
performing a rousing set that
included such favorites as, "Chunk
of my Neck," "Snotty Bogie" and
"Bam-Bam Sha Bam the Old Man
Just Gave Me a Grand," which is a
memorial to the original stars in the
field.
As the Hot Junk mounted the
stage they were attacked by ~4
bra-less girls who made a vam
attempt to touch their heroes. The
assault was repulsed by a detachment
of the National Guard and six of the
miniature German Shepherds.
Police Chief Pinkus 0. Supressor
called the incident "the kind of thing
that ruins it for all the kids who are
behaving ·themselves." He added that
the majority of the audience was
silent and didn't seem to do anything
but laugh.
After all the corpses were cleared
and order restored the Hot Junk
crashed into their stage show, which
has been called by rock experts
across the country a "first rate show,
top notch and heavy as a brick."
Beginning their act with a
repertoire of old favorites, including
the "Insanity Blues," "How to
Become a Star Without Actually
Being Good," "The Friendly
Stranger" and "If I Only Had a
Voice," they quickly moved into
cuts from their new album.
Singer Jimmy Incoherent
explained to a JP reporter that the
album is "an attempt to get away
from the crotch kicking music of
earlier days into something of a more
meaningful vein."
Incoherent was just that as he and
compatriots Film and Staccato
finished out their 35 minutes with a
rousing four minute version of "You
and I, !~lying High, Under the Moon,
High on a Spoon," which brought
the audience to their feet for more.
After a terse encore and a few
peace signs to ghe audience, the Hot
Junk rushed to the Sunport where a
mail plane was waiting to transport
them to their next engagement, a
three week stand at the
internationally famed Club Spanky
in Flagstaff, Ariz.
Promoter Ernie Bilko called the
event a complete success and amid
cries of "far out" (the hipster
equivalent to cool), he promised to
bring in another famous group, the
Jesse James· Gang in the near future.
Albuquerque Mayor Reginald
Spectre could not be reached for
comment.

The faculty firmly defeated a
proposal for a faculty senate
Tuesday, leaving general faculty
meetings as the method of
governance.
The proposal, from the
Committee on University
Governance, was presented in the
form of three resolutions. The
first would have approved the
creation of a senate suhject to
certain conditions, the second
would have provided· for the
election of an ad hoc committee
to draw up a specific proposal for
the senate's structure and powers,
and resolution three would have
set a deadline of Feb. 28, 1971,
for the committee to submit its
proposal to the faculty.
Edwin Hoyt, gove1·nance
committee chairman, said in
presenting resolution one, "What.
we're asking today is a kind of
in-principle endorsement of a
senate," and added it would be
better, if the faculty were firmly
opposed to a senate, to defeat the
resolution rather than wait until
an ad hoc committee had spent
three months working on a
proposal only to have it defeated
then.
Hoyt said the Governance
Committee favored a senate
becausl' the faculty has grown too

large to efficiently and thoroughly
conduct a growing volume of
business. "Too many issues are
now coming to the faculty to
receive responsible attention," he
said. This situation was attributed
in the committee's written report
to a faculty size which has more
than doubled in the past five years
and an enrollment increase from
10,000 to 17,000 students in the
same period,
The request for endorsement in
principle became a point of
opposition. Marion Cottrell
likened it to buying a used car
without finding out how the
motor runs. But the strongest
opposition was on the grounds
that a senate would provide less
representation for individual
members of the faculty than the
existing general meetings. Paul
Schmidt opened the debate by
saying, "Non-members of the
senate would be relegated to
second-class citizenship."
Hoyt said in his presentation
that the six student members of
the committee strongly favored a
senate because they believed it
would be more responsive to
students' problems, but Gilbert
Merkx countered that the general
faculty meetings have been the
source of some of tht> strongest

defense of students against
outside interference. Cot:l:rP.IJ also
pointed out the speed with which
meetings of the faculty and
students reopened UNM after last
spring's student strike, and said
that universities which have been
sh·u t down by student protests
have usually found general faculty
meetings necessary in order to
reopen,citing the 1964 free speech
crisis at Berkeley as an example.
Only two professors, both
members of the governance
committee, spoke in defense of a
senate during debate. Ralph
Norman was greeted with a loud
''yes!'' from several faculty
members when he asked, "Have
we lost faith in representative
government?"
The charge of inefficiency
against the faculty meetings was
challenged by most speakers.
Merkx said most of the routine
business is efficiently handled
now and important issues should
be debated at length by the full
faculty. Hubert Alexander said
the Faculty Policy Committee was
capable of providing efficient
transaction of faculty business,
and another speaker defended
large meetings by saying, "Those
of us who have had a chance to
study group dynamics know a

larger group is more likely to
come up with novel solutions and
new ideas."
,
0 p position to the senate
proposal cut across usual factional
lines. Gunther Rothenbe1·g evoked
general laughter with his
comment, "I'm surprised to find
myself in the same corner as
professors Merkx, Cottrell and
Schmidt."
The attitude of many of the
approximately 200 faculty
members present was probably
summarized by the professor who
said, "I came here more or less in
favor of a senate, but after
listening to these people speak
I've had a sudden awakening."
A surprise motion to cut off
debate after it had been in
progress less than an hour carried,
and the resolution was defeated
on a voice vote. No attempt was
made to introduce the second
resolution.
The senate was the second of
three proposals from the
governance committee to be
defeated. Last spring, its proposal
that Student Standards
Committee hear grievance and
disciplinary policy could be
adopted was defeated. An earlier
proposal to eliminate the
necessity of faculty approval for

policies affecting student life was
adopted.
Governance committee is still
working on proposals for an
all-University council, greater
student participation in academic
policy making and a uniform
policy for hearing grievances and
disciplinary cases. Hoyt said the
proposals are being presented
separately so possible opposition
to one will not cause the defeat of
all. The faculty needs to cut down
on its volume of business, and, he
said, "The alternative to a senate
is probably to improve the
committee structure."
GSA President Bill Pickens
expressed disappointment with
the faculty's decision. "Whenever
an issue comes up involving the
students that would take away
some of the faculty's power," he
said, "those who are against it will
turn out and defeat it." He said
students would get a more
favorable response from a faculty
senate.
Eric Nelson, ASUNM president,
was less critical. "There were a Jot
of effective arguments against the
proposal," he said, "and many of
the normally radical professors
were against it. I don't think it
kills the whole governance
package."
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Candidate Rally

Indian students perform on
behalf of The Brotherhood, a
coalition of 12 students running
for the ASUNM Senate. The
students performed yesterday
afternoon at a rally on the Mall
and tl1e candidates discussed their
platforms.

A minor fracas yesterday
between campus police and a
UNM student resulted in the
student being taken to the campus
police station handcuffed, but
later being released with no
charges filed against him.
The incident between the
police and the student occurred in
front of the Chicano Studies
Center when Ernesto Eichwald
protested against two campus
policemen removing a
legally-posted campaign sign.
Eichwald said the police told
him they were ordered to remove
the sign by Vice President for
Student Affairs Harold Lavender.
When Eichwald asked one of the
officers if the group who had
posted the sign had
misunderstood the Election Code
(concerning posting of campaign

Students Quiz Justice

Officials

Discussion Covers Civ~l Rights, 'No-Knock'
Students quizzed three Justice
Department officials yesterday on
a variety of topics, including civil
rights, school desegregation,
"rio-knock" laws, the FBI, the
Chicago conspiracy trial and the
barring of people with long hair
from the Highland High School
Auditorium during President
Nixon's speech last month.
The discussion session, which
was held yesterday afternoon in
the International Center, is part of
a Justice Department public
relations tour to explore student
attitudes.
The Justice Department
representatives were Assistant
Attorney General William H.
Rehnquist, Richard Rollap,
special ns.~istant to the deputy
attorney general, and Gil Pompa,
assist an t d ire c tor 0 f the
community relations service.
Much of the discussion
centered on the events
surrounding President Nixon's
visit to Albuquerque. Several
students complained of having
been pulled out of line at
Highland High School and at the
airport during Nixon's visit. One
member of the audience
complained of having been
arrested for disturbing the peace.
Rehnquist responded by
saying: "The idea of pulling

people out of line at the airport, I
think, is unjust, but I'm not
prepared to say federal laws were
broken."
The following questions
became somewhat heated and
Rehnquist said, "You're simply
unloading on us. We can't have a
productive discussion."
In resp011Se to questions on
c i vi I rights, Roll a p said,
"Segregated school systems in the
South will be virtually eliminated
by the end of this school year."
When aslmd to define segregation,
Rehnquist indicated it was a
constitutional question and would
have to be decided by the
Supreme Court.
Earlier Rehnquist told a press
and student government leaders
conference, ''Nixon has not
backed down on integration. The
number of schools integrated now
and the number integrated one to
two years ago does not show any
backing down," he said.
"A case is now being argued in
the 5th Circuit Court, on which
the deadline was set for 1969·70,
andmoremonthswereallowedto
desegregate. It was one case.
There is no record of backing
down," he argued.
Other questioning centered
around the relation of the Justice
Department to other Federal legal
and civil rights organizations, and
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Nixon administration policies on
crime prevention and drug
legislation.
"I am not guaranteeing the
Justice Department will turn
around 180 degrees on their
policies because student leaders
object to them, but we thought
that live human beings on the
other side of the table would be
of some help," said Rehnquist in
explaining the visits planned to
some 50 campuses.
In answer to charges the
government is pursuing a hardline
o 11 drug users, Rollap said the
"Federal government did not put
emphasis on the prosecution of
users."
The current Federal drug abuse
law is the most progressive
legislation in the area with
possession now being a
misdemeanor, he added.
He also asserted the current
"no·knock" provisions in two
pieces of crime legislation were
"co'dification of what was built up
in case law in regard to search and
seizure." He also characterized
suggested preventive detention
proposals, allowing a suspect to be
held up to 60 days without
posting bail, as a means of
encouraging speedier trials.
"The man would have to have
trial within the 60 days," Rollap
said,

materials) the officer became Eichwald said.
abusive and a heated argument
"During the meeting I said the
resulted between him and the sign was not against University
officer, Eichwald said.
rules and it was an error in
Eiehwald also alleged the judgment (on the part of the
officer pulled a can of mace, and officer)," Lavender said.
the second officer stepped in to
Lavender said he has no
"cool off" the first one.
administrative jurisdiction over
Eichwald was then handcuffed the campus security forces, and
and taken to the station, but that the meeting between those
released immediately with no involved in the fracas was "to
charges filed against him.
establish the facts with both sides ·
Lavender denied ordering the present."
police to remove the campaign
Lavender termed the incident
sign in a meeting in his office "most unfortunate" and said it
between the officers, Eichwald, indicated to him "meetings among
student witnesses, and Ralph people involved in problems with
Holst, campus police' chief.
campus police should occur
Holst then said he had given the forthwith."
order to remove the sign,
The campaign sign in question
was
legally posted according to
'llJilfJif.liiT:mJun::mmr.rr3il~i!Diiilmnmr;;~r:mfi:>lm:mmwr:EmJII::mm
the ASUNM Elections Code, said
Polling Places
Pat Boatwright, chairman of the
There will be six polling
Elections Commission.
places on campus today, with
The Elections Code also
paper ballots being used for
specifies that illegally posted
the ASUNM Senate elections.
campaign materials "will be
These include: the Union
promptly removed by custodial
and the immediate area, the
crews or the Electiohs
residency halls commons area
Commission."
(La Posada), Hokona Hall,
!lliillllll!lllilllllllilllllllllllillillllllllllrrllllllfilllllll!ll!llllfiiiTIIIIII/IIIIIIIilllllllliiUIIllllll
fraternity and sorority house
area and the education
Nelson
complex.
Endorsements
All polls will open at 8
p.m. The Hokona and La
ASUNM President Eric Nelson
Posada polling places will·
has endorsed the following
close at 7 p.m. with all other
candidates for Senate: Dan
polls closing at 5 p.m.
Cimino, Louis Baca, Pam Powell,
Voters must be members
Ray Hamilton, Ralph Baca,
of ASUNM and must have a
JoAnn Sanchez, Juan Abetya,
current validated student ID.
Sylvia Gonzales, John Lieuwen,
Voters must sign a roster and
Tom Drummond, Michael
vote in person.
Montoya and Lance Gordon.
IIIJITIIIII!nlllllllllllillilllllllllllllllllllllllllllll/lllll/lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllliWIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIiiiiiiiiiiiU/IIIIIIliiUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIiiiUIIIIIIIIIII/IIIJITII/IIIIIIIIIIIliiiiiiiiiiiiiiUIUIIIIIIII/IIU/11
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Justice

William Rehnquiest, assistant
attorney general, answers a
question posed by UNM student
Doug Nance.
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New Director Suggests Library Reforms

Ky, Wife Tour U.S. AF Academy

'Unlimited Loan Period Proposed
By BARBARA MORGAN

New ideas typify the atLitudP
of Peter Siarr, Zimmerman
library's new circulation director,
who is hoping to suggest new
policies to correct the causes of
student complaints about the
UNM main library.
After researching various
library problems Starr has come
up with numerous suggestions for
new check out procedures and
unlimited check out periods for
everyone, including students.
Some of his ideas are to be
scheduled for discussion at
Facully Library Committee
meetings, possibly ending in some
changes from within the staff for
betterment of Zimmerman
library.
Lobo: Why does the library use
the two week check out period
when many students have
expressed discontent with that
limitation?
Starr: The original two week
loan period was urged by the old
GSA to assure that books would
be available to students when they
needed them. The two week loan
period is an arbitrary time period,
too long for some, too shmt for
others.
Lobo: Is the limitation of two
weeks necessary?
Starr: If one starts with the
assumption that a reader will keep
a book for as long as he needs it,
arbitrary deadlines lose their

.

meanings.
Lobo: Do you have reason to
believe students would •. act
responsibly if given what is
virtu ally faculty privileges for
unlimited book check out'?
Starr: The two week time limit
seemed a reasonable time in which
to use a book, but the present
turn in rate shows many people
turn in books before the deadline
falls. Due dates may not be
needed at all. Granted, faculty
and students have different uses
for books. But, they all have to go
through essentially the same
p1·oceedure of reading the book.
A book is something one needs
to read for different purposes,
0 ne purpose, possibly for an
undergraduate, would be for a
short term paper. For that, a book
can be read maybe in a day or
two. In other cases like graduate
students' research, the book may
be needed as a reference for a
longer period of time.
Lobo: If your suggestions are
discussed and approved, what
kind of limitations would you
place on length of check out
periods?
Starr: At present, only faculty
members can keep books out
more or less indefinitely. I would
recommend that the indefinite
loan period be extended to
students. However, beyond a two
week period we would call the
book back in if someone else
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requested its use. I haye observl'd
that this system works fairly well
for the faculty. It could work for
everyone, including students.
One other limitation I would
suggest for such an open ended
system would be a semester limit
for everyone. The semester
structure of UNM determines
study and reference habits of the
university community. If we had
an indefinite loan period it would
be reasonable to ask that books be
brought back at the end of each
semester. Of course there could be
some exceptions to the rules, as in
the case of a graduate student or
faculty member doing extensive
research over the summer for
example. But even these books
would be subject to caJI in if
someone else needed it also.
Lobo: Many students have
complained about the lengthy
procedure necessary to check out
a book at Zimmerman library. Do
you have suggestions for any
alternatives for the present
unwieldy and inconvenient
system?
Starr: The library recognizes
the present check-out system is
cumbersome. Total automation of
the check-out process would be
ideal. As an interim measure
however, it might be worthwhile
to use a method in use at Texas
Tech. There the student ID and
book number are xeroxed.
The UNM Medical School has a
computerized system of check·out
in their library. A report and
study by the UNM data processing
center was worked out for the
Medical School for their system
but; as everyone knows money is
in short supply this year and we
simply don't have the funds.
Lobo: What is the library now
doing to remedy the complicated
cheek-out procedures?
Starr: The Graduate Student
Association presented us with a
plan to hold an experiment to see
if a computer system could be
feasible for the library. That
experiment is now being run. But
if the library doesn't get more
money there is a good chance the
system used in the experiment
would even be out of the library's
financial reach.
Lobo: Another problem many
students, especially
undergraduates, run into is the
absence of current magazines and
periodicals available for use in the
main library. Do you have any
suggestions on how to make these
periodicals available to students
who primarily use Zimmerman
library as their main study and
reference source?
Starr: About 1000 periodicals
are routed upon arrival through
the various departments and
offices. They mainly deal with
specialized subject material. Some
of them are returned quickly,
some are not. Also some
departments have reading rooms
for use by faculty and students
using the departments. This
produces a real problem. UNM is
getting too diverse for some
faculty members to assume the
parochial view that only
specialists are interested in
specialized magazines.
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Continue 17 Day Visit to Military Installations
By BRAD SMITH
AIR FORCE ACADEMY, Colo.
(UP!)- South Vietnamese
President Nguyen Cao Ky and his
wife arrived at the U.S. Air Force
Academy Tuesday amid strict
security precautions.
Ky is on a 17 day U.S. tour
which includes stops at military
installations across the country.
Ky, who is himself a pilot in his
nation's air force, arrived aboard a
U.S. Air Force C-135 jet
transport. He was greeted at
Peterson Field near Colorado
Springs by Lt. Gen. Albert P.
Clark AFA superintendent.
Ky traveled by motorcade to
the Academy, which is 10 miles
north of Colorado Springs in the
shadows of the front range of the
Rocky Mountains.
Only three protesters managed
to penetrate the tight security at
the airfield.
The trio, two young men and a

Adrianopolous

Sells Project
To German Car Makers
A spur- of- the- moment
project by a UNM engineering
student has blossomed into big
news on the European car racing
circuit.
John Andrianopoulos, a 23 year - old Greek studying
mechanical engineering at UNM,
was faced with creating a project
for civil engineering 10·1, the
freshman engineering course. As
the deadline for turning in plans
for the project approached,
Andrianopoulos was in a quandry.
"I got up to the blackboard in
class and decided at that moment
to create a device to stabilize cars
turns," the former rally racer
said. "So I thought about some
kind of system of dual hydraulic
pistons under the chassis. Two
months later it was finished."
After John submitted his
project, course director
Richard Huzarski recommended
he offer it to some car
manufacturers. But none of the
American car makers were
interested, "typically," John says
wryly.
"I then decided to send it to
BMW (Bavarian Motor Works in
Germany). They wrote back and
said they were interested. After a
while, they said they would take
the design on a five·year basis "
Andrianopoulos explains.
'
"They want me to work for
them after I get out of school, but
I've got other plans, so they
decided to give me $1000 a year
for five years, as long as I make a
3. 0 average each semester in
school."
John's dual-piston hydraulic
leveler has proved an imporbnt
addition to the BMW racing team.
Company engineers have given it
high praise and have installed it on
several company racing cars, while
European racing magazines have
written features on it.
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u Student

The device is deceptively
simple. Two pistons, connected
by hos!'s, ar!' installed under the
car, lll'ar the A frames. When the
car turns, tlw wheel opposite the
direction of the turn puts pressurl'
on one of the pistons.
The increased pressure on this
piston is transmitted through a
hose to the oth<.>r piston, which
expands and tends to keep the car
level. The piston device is
scheduled for application next
when BMW <.>ntl.'rs the famous
Monte Carlo rally.
John's father, a well-to-do
manufacturer in Greece was so
pleased by his son's success he
gave John a new em-a BMW
2002, of course, In addition, his
father plans to expand into the
car field, taking advantagt> of son
John's future plans.
"I hope to join with two of my
friends, one now at Princeton and
the other at the Swiss Polytechnic
Institute, and form a
car-modification factory back in
Greece," Andrianopoulos says.
"Right now no such factory exists
and we feel we could put our
engineering talents to use in that
area. All of our fathers have begun
car engine manufacturing and we
may all work together."
John came to UNM after a
strong recommendation by a
family friend, the present head of
nuclear engineering at
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology.

People's Park
Students who are interested in
planning a sculptural element for
the proposed ASUNM People's
!'ark are invited to meet with
Gordon Andrews, the University
landscape architect, at 9 a.m.
Thursday in the Crafts Annex.

-
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Bailes

Nuremberg Trial Lawyer
Rejects Morality of War
1~

/i

WASHINGTON (UP I) Tt•l ford Taylor, chief U.S.
prosC'cutor at tlw Nuremberg War
crim<•s trials, ll<'lievt•s that the
AmPricun military pffort in
Vit•lnam has become so
unconscionablt' that no
serviceman should be compelled
to Sl'rvt• there without his consent.
'l'aylor, a retired brigadier
gPnPral who st•rved at the trial of
tht' Nnzi hierarchy following WW
II, qm•sliotwd llw mom! and lt'gal
actions of tlw United Stat<•s in
Vit>hmm ht a book publislwd this
wt•ek ent.iLied, "NurPmberg and
Vietnam: An American Tragedy."
He strongly condemns the
indoctrination of U.S. troops on
th•; ground it led to such events as
the alleg<•d My Lai massacre, the
fo reed transfer of Vietnam
villagt•rs into refugee camps,
widespread destruction of the
countryside and thl' handling of
Communist prisoners.
Taylor dl'clares at one point:
''Given the course the war has
takt•n, and the depth and breadth
of opposition to its conduct, it is
both unwise and inhumane to
compel people to serve in it

Flap Premiere
Appearing at the premiere of
the film "Flap" will be Anthony
Quinn, star of the $6 million
dollar production, and producer
Jerry Adler. The movie was
originally entitled "Nobody Loyes
a Drunken Indian," but the title
was later changed to "Nobody
Loves Flapping Eagle."
.
The Kiva Club, the Indmn
student organization on campus,
is sponsoring the premiere on
Nov. 19, 8 p.m., at Cinema East.
The fund-raising event is to help
establish a student center which
will setve as a meeting, study,
cultural and administrative area
for the program.
Othe.r entertainment for the
first showing includes a
presentation by the Albuquerque
Intertribal Pow Wow Club and the
Apache Club of the Institute of
American Indian Art.
Tickets are available at Popejoy
Hall the Cinema East box office,
Rh~dcs and from Kiva Club
members, and are $10 per person.

against their will. For the United
Stall's, this is a ll('W kind of war
for our times . . . and one for
which compulsory service should
not be required."
In dealing with the My Lai
massacre charges, Taylor
questions whether the
court-martial proceedings are
sufficient to determine who was
rl'sponsible.
He acknowledges the dangers
encountered by American troops,
in a hostile Vietnam village. But,
he said, "Even if there had been
such gwunds, the slaughter of all
the inhabitants would have been
an unlawful and atrocious
reaction ... and while small boys
can toss grenades, infants in arms
cannot, and were nonetheless
killed along with the rest."
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Warner Bras. presents a Carol Reed film starring

Anthony Quinn as"Fiap"

256-7241
BankAmericard 1 Master Charge

a Jerry Adler production co·stcirring

Claude Akins,Tony Bill,VictorJory;
and Shelley Winters as"Biuebell"

Produced byJerryAdler •Directed by Carol Reed· ~~avisiano,Technicolor"' Musi~ br, Morvi.n Ham Iisch
Screenplay by Clair Huffaker Based on lhe novel Nobody Loves o Drunken l!ld10n by Cla1r Huffaker
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UNM's annual activities day
will continue until 11:30 tonight.
Information booths sponsored by
campus organizations will be set
up in the Union Ballroom.
Spokesmen from each
organization will man the booths
to provide information on their
activities and pu1·poses.
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Luis Montero will be the first
dancer in Jose Molina's "Bailes
Espanoles" Saturday at Popejoy
Hall, 8:15 p.m. The show is part
of a series presented this year by
the ASUNM Cultural Program
Committee.

people from the university and
city who are interested in the
French language and civilization.
Those interested in attending the
meeting should contact either
Truett Book, president of the
Alliance, or Rosenbaum.
Co-hostesses for the 1·eception
following the program wiil be Ms.
Jean Dumas, Ms. Bruce Hansen,
Ms. George Car:mthers and Ms.
Margaret Dawson.

Musicians from Albuquerque,
Santa Fe and Taos will perform at
a meeting of the Alliance
Francaise of UNM and
Albuquerque Sunday at 8 p.m.
Ms. Lionel Rosenbaum has
organized the program, to be at
her home, 1400' Cornell NE.
Artists on the program will be
Laura Brandt, Margaret Croce and
Rosl.'nbaum, pianists; Flora
Rousos, mezzo soprano; Nancy
Ruth Weart, harpist; Maria Linda
Guttiercz, flutist; Flol"io Butteri,
viohnist.
The program will include
compositions by John D. Robb,
Meyerbe<>r, Tchaikowsky,
Albeniz, Marcello, Hindemith and
Darius Milhaud.
Mc>mbers of the Alliance are

South Vietnamese are erirolled in
a special program on coastal and
river warfare at the new Naval War
College.
He also paid a visit to the Naval
Officer Candidate School where
David Eisenhower, son-in-law of
President Nixon, is enrolled.
No newsmen wet·e permit~ed to
speak with Ky or his dozen or so
a ides and he was steered away
from gate one where about 130
young persons demonstrated
quietly against his visit.
Ky was welcomed to the base
Monday by Vice Adm. Richard G.
Colbert, president of the Naval
War C allege, following a flight
from West Point. A 19-gun salute
from twin brass cannons in front
of the war college greeted the
party.
Ky reviewed a Marine honor
guard after a salute from the
Newport Naval Station band.

Activities Day

For Alliance Francaise

M~SEUH

Admission Free

woman, got within about 50 yards
of Ky before being pushed off. the
field by military policemen. Ky
did not see them,
Ky and his wife, Dewi, dined
with Clark at the superintendent's
quarters. Wednesday he was
scheduled to receive a briefing and
tour of the Academy, then talk to
about 700 cadets from political
science and geography classes.
The South Vietnamese leadet·
will review the Academy's noon
formation and eat lunch before
leaving at 1 p.m. Wednesday.
From the school he will go to the
Army Command and General
Staff College at Ft. Leavenworth,
Kan.
Ky told his greeters, "We have
many Vietnamese students
studying in your bases. I'd like to
see them."
Earlier Tuesday, he did visit
with 246 of his countrymen at the
Newport, R.I. Naval Base. The

*

**
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[Cin~rnaaitl
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World
News
By United Pren International

My Lai Trials
Students involved in the Letting Go awareness group demonstrate
the principle of Levitation, designed to increase . "s~lf-aw~ueness"
through tactile awareness of other people. Th~ exerc1se Is d~s1gned ~o
teach confidence in other people. In this photo series, Susie
Wienskowski is lowered to a prone position then slowly yet deftly lifted

Levitation

Ph{Jto by Ch11ch: F<.'il

head high on the hands and fingertips of the circled students. The
Letting Go groups also use the "marathon sessions, expressing immediate
thoughts and ideas as a means of making particpants more "aware of
the here and now."

Potential Movement Gains Momentum

By PAT McARDLE
psychologist and faculty advisor
"Living and relating to the to the group, provided some
'here and now' is the essence of background information
the human potential movemen,t," concerning the human potential
explained Julian Skolnick,
co-fou.nder of Letting Go, a new movement. "In 1947 the National
Training Laboratories started
organization on campus which what are known as T-groups or
holds bi-monthly "humanistic responsivity groups. These were
group experiences" Skolnick the forerunners of more recent
added, "It is at present a very developments towards
unstructured group open to all self-awareness and sensitivity to
members of the University others."
community."
Here and Now
William Fishburn, a counseling
Fishburn said he first became
involved with humanistic
psychology,
"through associations
FUN
FUN
with people from California who
were involved in transactional
analysis." He was involved in
group activities, including
workshops and psychodrama at

the University of Arizona. In distinctions between mind and
Michael Murphy and Dick Price,
19 67 he joined the American body."
two psychology graduates from
Assn. for Humanistic Psychology
stressed the fact that with Stanford University in California
which is "interested in human thisHeapproach,
"the 'whys' of a
beings rather than computer person's experience are who were interested in Eastern
philosophy and meditation
cards, and is working for more
innovative and creative ways of unimportant because they are in
Murphy in the newsletter of the
the past, but feelings are essential, American Assn. for Humanistic
living."
since they are part of the 'here
Psychology, July, 1968, tells
Ernest Kilker, the other and now'."
about
the founding of Esalen.
founder of Letting Go, said he
'Hate Session'
"For
our
center we used q1e Big
was introduced to the human
Skolnick said he became
potential movement "through an involved in the movement through Sur Hot Springs, a lodge and
instructor in a freshman honors participation in several "marathon resort on the Monterey Coast that
seminar." He said, "She (the sessions". He said that, "one will was owned by my grandparents.
instructor) stressed the 'here and last from 24 to 48 hours." He We called our center the Esalen
now' factor in everything we did describt>s a "marathon" as a "very Institute after the Indian tribe
and thought." Through the intense group interacting under a that once camped around the hot
springs."
instructor he became involved in whole new social situation."
other "awareness" groups and,
He said that since 1 ll62 "some
He felt that, "People who
"learned a completely different haven~t been in a marathon tend
50,000 people from all walks of
way of looking at life." He added, to label it a 'hate-session', wht>n life have participated in our
"I wanted to share the experience actually it is learning a wholt> new program at Big Sur." He added,
Every Wed, 5-6 PM
with others, a difficult thing to way of life."
"Today, Esalt>n's tuition-supCAMPUS [AUNDRY
do in any conventional situation,
Port
l'd curriculum includes
most marathons are
Pizza Slices 15¢
such as the classroom where notAlthough
and CLEANING
lectures,
seminars and
highly structured, he said they
relations
are
so
formalized."
Coin-op
Dry-Cleaning
experimental
workshops of a
Dancing Every Nite
and laundry
The Letting Go "experh'nCt>g" do have a leader, and certain two-day to nine-month duration,
Central at Universily
take place in. one of the Honors' gmund rules. These include, "No in which such tt>chniques as
Counselor Always on Duty
Ct>n ter discussion room minus individual conversations unless t•ncountt>r group, expressive
FUN
FUN
2106 Central S.E.
247-0836
ta hies, chairs and bright lights. directed by the lt•ader. Don't dan c !', sensory a wakt>ning,
ThP first hour is spent in gossip. If you have something to ml'ditation, psycl)()drama, fantasy
"becoming aware of yourself suy to someone say it directly to and Gestalt thPrapy art> used."
through mental and physical that pe1·son. Be open and honest
He said that iht' i<'chniqul's,
concentration." The group is at all times. No screwing unless "may be callt>d llwrapies, designed
you're
willing
to
do
it
in
front
of
guided by a leader or "facilitator" the group," which Skolnick addt•d not to cure sick pt>ople but to
who according to Skolnick,
lwlp normal pt•rsons heightt>n
"provides a certain structure to is extremely unlikely. Otht>r rules iht>ir sensitivity, expand their
the experienct> and gains a sense include, "No _overt thrt>ats or self-awart>ness, and enhance their
violence. Each individual must be
of community in the group,"
responsible
for his own feelings." personal relationships."
Holistic
Budget
Kilker and Skolnick said they
After the experience in
Letting
Go
has requested $725
SANDWICH SHOP
self-awareness, the leader have been criticized for from ASUNM. Kilkt•r said, "When
encourages the group to participation in these gwups. we presented tlw req Ut>st to the
.==-.::-- · ·---t
"experience the other people in According to Skolnick, "people Finance Committee, we seemed to
the room". This is done in stages, critical of the groups say they are be talking on two different levels.
moving gradually from visual to an attempt to avoid every-day They seemed to feel that what we
25+Differenf Sandwiches
tactile to verbal encounters. "We relationships, however, I think were offering was already
want to help each individual get as they help you to make outside provided by Agora, the
OPEN
relationships much fuller and
much as possible out of the more
fraternities and other special
meaningful."
Mon.-Sat. 11 A.M.-3 A.M.
experience," said Skolnick. "We
interest
groups on campus."
50,000 at Big Sur
are trying to emphasize ideas that
Sun. 11 A.M.-1 A.M.
Due
to
the lack of a quorum on
Kilker said another criticism is
have little place in the existing
the
committee,
no thing was
that the "instant intimacy created
system."
1600 Central SE
842-6736
officially decided, although the
by
the
group
is
artificial
because
it
Kilker continued, "Letting Go
happens so quickly." He feels this request was voted down by the
makes no claims to be an charge is not valid because, "In committee. Kilker added, "We
encounter group or a Gestalt
the first place, every-day will be presenting our request
therapy session.· We don't want inhibitions
are set aside to allow again, since we hope to expand
people coming in with for experimentation, and secondly our program to include many
_.,._.,. ·preconceived notions or
more students and individual
expectations." He said that the the intimacy is not instant, but groups on campus."
results from a great deal of
"approaches used in Letting Go courage and concentration on the
draw partially from the Gestalt part of each individual."
Fund-Raising Dinner
method, including the holistic
The
first
growth
center,
Esalen
An
Arab fund-raising dinner,
idea which eliminates traditional Institute, was founded in 1962 by
featuring original native dishes,
will be held in the International
THE CULTURAL PROGRAM COMMITTEE
Center Friday, Dec. 4, from 7 to
Present
The world has entered a new stage of history,
10 p.m. Cost is $1.25 per person
the age of the maturity of man and the
or $2 per couple;
THE SPECTACULAR
beginning of a world civilization.
Funds will go to help persons
wounded in the Jordanian Civil
The source of this new development was a
War. Medical donations will be
Man who was exiled, tortured, banished and
accepted.
imprisoned for more than 40 years.
For further information,
He lived during the last century. His name contact Suheil Kare at 24 7 ·1196.
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Baile Espanol
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Students with Activity Cards
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In support of Lotus:
the Vietnamese Peace

THE GLORY OF GOD

movement .
Baha'u'llah is the latest in the succession of Divine
Messengers sent by God since the beginning of
man's existence. He is the Promised One
of all religions. His coming ushers in the Age of
Fulfillment mentioned in all the prophecies
of the past. Baha'u'llah brings God's Pian
for world peace, world justice and world unity.

New FLQ Communique
MONTREAL-A French-language radio station said Tuesday a
communique purportedly from a cell of the outlawed Quebec
Liberation Front (FLQ) threatens new violence unless so-called
"political prisoners" are released within four days.
. .
"Things are going to jump in Montreal" unless the deadline 1s met,
said a communique received by radio station CKAC, which has been
used as a mail-drop for past FLQ statements.
"We will strike and will not miss in,our aim," the statement added.

Bahai Student Association,
New Mexico Union

DACCA, East Paldstan-Starvation, thirst and disease threatened 2
million survivors of a cyclone-tidal wave catastrophe that may have
killed 500,000 people. Tlw Pakistan Red Cross appealed urgently
Tuesday for typhoid and cholera vaccine.
"We must forget about burying the bodies and rebuild the roads to
get food and ml'dicine in," said an army colonel in ~harge of relief
operations in the city of Charjabber in the heart of the d1saster area.

Soviets Launch Lunar Cart
MOSCOW-The Soviet Union Tuesday sent an eight-wheeled lunar
craft shaped like a large silvt>r kettle rolling over the moon's sea of rains
in the first trip by an unmanned machine over the surface of a celestial
bodv.
The "Lunokhod" cart descended down a gangway from the Luna 17
rr.oonship t>arly Tuesday and "immediately started on a series of
scientific and technological investigation," Tass said. The Luna 17
mother ship soft-landed Monday night, seven days after blastoff from
Earth.
Soviet commentators suggestested the craft will remain on the moon
"install at different points sets of scientific instruments that will
operate for a long time."

Environment
Law Digest
WASHINGTON ('CPS)-The
Environmental Law Institute has
published the first edition of the
"Environmental Law Digest."
Available at $1, it contains the
most authoritative listing to date
of law cases dealing with the
environment.
The organization has the first
issue of their new "Environmental
Law Reporter" available. It will
be published monthly in loose-leaf
form. A valuable source for
lawyers, a subscription for one
year costs $50.
The Digest and subscriptions to
the Reporter are available from
the Environmental Law Institute,
Suite 620 Dupont Circle Building,
1346 Connecticut Avenue, NW,
Washington, DC 20036.
Regenegade airline hijackers
setting up their own airline are
reported to be having difficulty
finding enough full-length feature
movies.

LIVING BATCH
LIMITED

Magdalena.
separately and simultaneously, a
Most of the works in the great vitality is imparted to her
current exhibition are dated 1970 paintings."
and demonstrate her unique
Fisher works in several media
sources of creativity, Raymond such as oil, watercolor, and
Jonson, director of the gallery, acrylic, with some of her paintings
says.
involving a type of. buildup of the
"One source could be called medium that results in a heavy
psychic, in that the artist is impasto.
ex e eptionally alive to the
workings of both the conscious
Keep your city beautiful, mail
and subconsious minds," he says.
"In her ability to use both, garbage out of town.

University Drug
Has Spoon Rings
Men's
Rings
$3.00

I

Women's
Rings
$3.00

Books & Periodicals
2406 Central SE
Genet, May Day Speeck $1.
Reprint of Greening of America
$1.

Sisterhood Is Powerful
$2.45 ( ed.) Morgan

OPEN EVENINGS

WANT TO UAKN HDWlO PO IT KIQR1
.Be a ..:Piolet an the

Plus UNM Sweatshirts
in all sizes and colors.
Come to our fountain

USAF!

12 noon--Resistance Mass
slides & music, 2 movies

We cash
students'
checks

7 P.M.-~Piay
"Trial of the Catonsville 9"
-by Daniel Berrigan

DRUGS

OPEN UNTIL MIDNIGHT-FREE DELIVERY

Newman Center
Nov. 22, J970

Come in and visit-Suildin.9 Y-- I, 1m camrus,277-i'02.
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Catherine Fisher's sixth
one-man exhibition at Jonson
Gallery on the UNM campus will
open Sunday at 3 p.m.
The artist will be at the gallery,
at 1909 Las Lomas Rd., for a
public reception from 3 to 6 p.m.
Born in Alamosa, Colo., Fisher
has lived in various Southwestern
places and was a resident since
1953 until recently of
Albuquerque. Last summer she
and her husband moved to '

Pakistanis Starving

Panel Discussion
Wally Nelson WWII
rcsisler & others

FOR INFORMATION:

'
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FT. BENNING, Ga.-The army opened its My Lai massacre case
Tuesday against Lt. William L. Calley Jr., painting a grisly picture of old
men pleading in vain for their lives and a child trying to crawl away
from the slaughter,
The stocky 27 ·year-old defendant flushed with anger at some of the
claims made 'by prosecutor Capt. Aubrey M. Daniel III during his
22-minute opening statement. Other times, Calley smiled, or scribbled
notes on a yellow pad and passed them to his attorney.
The young lieutenant is charged with first-degree murder in the
deaths of 102 South Vietnamese civilians March 16, 1968, the day his
platoon made a sweep through the little hamlet of My Lai. If convicted,
he could be put to death or sentenced to life imprisonment.
Ft. Hood, Tex.-Defense attorneys for S. Sgt. David Mitchell
attacked prosecution testimony Tuesday with a Fort Worth, Tex. My
Lai veteran who said an earlier witness told him three other soldiers
killed the people Mitchell is charged with assaulting.
Rennard Doines, who was at My Lai with Mitchell March 16, 1968,
testified Dennis Sledge of Sardis, Miss., one of three prosecution
witnesses, told him Lt. William Calley, John Wood and Paul Meadlo
shot a number of civilians in a ditch.
Chief Counsel Ossie Brown told the seven-officer court-martial panel
he would present evidence to show Mitchell was innocent.

Fisher Art Exhibition Opens Sunday

243-4446,- Corner of Central & Yale
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Gymnasts 0 pen Season~·
Intrasquad Meet Tonight
The UNM Gymnastics Team
gets its season under way tonight
with an annual intrasquad meet
set to start at 7; 30 in Johnson
Gym.
The gymnasts, last year's WAC
Champions, are headlined by
All-American Stormy Eaton, who
will be competing for the
junior-senior squad. The
upperclassmen will be competing
against the freshman-sophomore
team.
The j-s team is expected to win
over the team of underclassmen
mainly on the strength of the
veterans in the floor exercise.
Dana Shelley and Jim Royce
should help them score highly in
that department.
Head coach Rusty Mitchell has
the meet figured for the juniors
and seniors with the still rings,
!ong horse and parallel bars all

even, the side ho1·se almost even.
The underclassmen are expected
to take the high bar. The first
event, the floor exercise, could
decide the meet.
Mitchell rates the
underclassmen highly· mainly
because of high bar competitors
Jon Aitken (All-WAC) and
freshman Jim Ivicek, the freshman
from Beaver Falls, Pa. who won
the state championship on the
high bar with a score of 9.5 plus
was the Western Pennsylvania
all-around champ. Aitken won the
WAC title with a 9.45 and
finished sixth in the NCAA semis
last year. The veterans will
counter with Joe Kinkel and Mark
Hopkins. Hopkins was a top
finisher in the WAC finals last
season.
After the meet tonight, the first
home meet varsity will have is on

~y

Jan, 16 against Denver. 50 cents
will admit both children and adults
to the meet.

THE.
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Auditorium
Shows Closed
Circuit Fight

SALOMON BINDING "SKJWEEK"
CONTEST RULES
It's easy I Just write a funny caption for this
whacky Bob Cram cartoon. Use "SALOMON
BINDINGS" in the caption somewhere and mail
to us along with the cartoon, your name, address
and ski dealer. Enter as many times as you like.
Contest closes midnight December 31, 1970. Entries Will be judged on the basis of originality and
humor and remain the property of A & T Ski
Company. Top runner-up entries will receive free
SALOMON BINDINGS.
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Name'--------------------------------Address·------------------------------City·_________state•--------Zip·------CoHege·-----------------------~
Name of your Ski Dealer.______________

He is a winner. And the one most important characteristic
that makes him that way (of course his physical ability is also
needed) is his uncanny football sense. He has great success
with his audible calls because he reads the defenses so well.
Bob Crawford of the Phoenix Gazette recalls one such
successful call last year. "He (Spagnola) called a pass play in
the huddle and then noticed that the (Wyoming) linebackers
were in a little too close," says Crawford, "He switched it to
a trap at the line and Bobby Thomas zipped 61 yards for a
touchdown."
The Lobos will have plenty of problems containing the
Sun Devil offense. Spagnola is good enough to create
headaches if he were on the field by himself. What makes it
so tough on the opponents is that Joe has a host of fine
receivers to choose from. J.D. Hill is the favorite pair of
hands, and leads the conference in scoring thanks to
Spagnola'? passing. Hill has 11 touchdowns and Spagnola has
thrown him seven of them. Ed Beverly, Calvin Demery and
Joe Petty have a combined total of 45 catches good for 734
yards.
Despite all the talent that ASU possesses, Joe Spagnola is
the key ~o their success. Wyoming's Lloyd Eaton summed up
Spaghetti Joe perfectly when he said, "We've played against
great quarterbacks, but this man is the most complete
quarterback we've faced."

.;'

A new ex:panded International
have turned the
Center provides free overnight community
"foreign student
center
into
a
facilities for visiting foreign mini-union."
students and guests passing
''We try to offer foreign
through Albuquerque. Magazines
students
a place to meet and
from countries throughout the
socialize
with other foreign
world keep students up on what's students," Santamnria,
who plans
happening in their homelands and
to
enter
doctorate
program
in
a loan closet holds many items for
Ibero-American
Studies,
says.
"We
needy new foreign students.
Center director Enrique hold parties, dances, cookouts and
Santamaria, a Mexican citizen have receptions in the center.
who is enrolled in graduate school Foreign students' wives meet and
at UNM, says that excellent e xchnnge reeipes and many
response from UNM foreign and evenings we offer slide shows and
films about countries across the
American students and an world."
unprecedented interest on the
The International Center
part of the Albuquerque co-sponsors
a variety of foreign

language clubs and informal services to foreign students,"
discussions on international Suntamnria notes, "Many times
politics, Santamaria explains that foreign students expPrienc<' sort
the centPr encourages use by both of a cultural shock when they first
foreign and American students. enter this country. It takes a while
355 foreign students are enrolled to ~get used to American ways.
at UNM.
''The center, by bringing
The French, German, Indian together foreign students and
and Pakistani Clubs at UNM have Americans, tries to ease the shock
used the center for periodic and speed tlp understanding
meetings and cookouts, (all these between people," the University
events are opened to the of Hawaii graduate notes,
CLASSIFIED
community) and recently a
The new addition cost about
graduate student artist at UNM $16,000
ADVERTISING
and ASUNM borrowed
from Ghana turned the center the money from the University.
RATES: 7c :per word, 20 word J?iniinto a temporary art gallery to New furniture has been funded
mum ($1.40) :per time run. If ad '" to
run flve or more c{meecutive daYR with
ex:hibit his works.
through an appropriation from
no changes the rnte ia reduced to 5c
"Our role is to provide social ASUNM Senate and Santamaria
per word and the minimum number CYf
wordll to 10.
believes the only p~;oblem facing
TERMS: Payment must be made in
the center may be overcrowding
!till prior to inoertion of advertisement.
in the future.
WHERE: Journalism Building. ~oom
205, afternoons prcferab]y or mall.
"Right now some regular
classes from the University hold
Classified Advertising
UNM P.O. Box 20
meetings in the center to escape
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
the close-in feeling of a regular
Applications may be picked up in classroom," he says.
front of the ASUNM offices, or
PERSONALS
The sound of foreign music and 1)
call 2 4 3·6113 for information. smell of Pakistani or German food FLYING TO CHICAGO for Thanksgiving?
Deadline is Monday, Nov. 30; on many nights attests to the
I'll pay half your Iare if youtll escor~ my
san. 265-3767 days or 268-0578 evenmgs.
each group will have seven popularity
of
this
student
11/19
minutes and a two-song limit.
function which is building bridges AGORA-now open 24 houra eaven days a
week. Trained studen~ volunteers p.re
between cultures right here in
always there. White trnller north or ZimAlbuquerque.
merman Library or cal! 277-3013. 11/19
Harvard Recruiter

CAMPUS BRIEFS
Terror Ethics
feature two bands, The Frantic
Former UNM professor and The Magic Sam. Proceeds will
Malcolm Sharp will lecture on go to the Newman Thanksgiving
"The Ethics of Ten·or" Thursday, program.
Nov. 19, at 3:30 p.m., in the Law
School, room 101. Sharp was one
Women Skiers
of the defense attorneys in the
The UNM Women's Ski Racing
Rosenburg trial in the early Team will meet this afternoon at
1950's and since has written a 4 : 3 0 , Popejoy Hall (east stage
book on the trial.
door).
For information call 277-3124,
Middle Earth
8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
All interested persons are
invited to a Middle Earth meeting
Elucidation
tonight at 7:30p.m. in the Middle
Morton E. Munk, Arizona State
Earth room at the Union.
University chemist, will address a
chemistry department seminar at
Spring Request Cards
1:30 p.m. Thursday in Mitchell
The deadline for returning Hall, room 101.
request cards for second semester
registration appointments has
Goodman
been ex:tended to 5 p.m., Monday,
Victor Goodman, National
Nov, 30. The Office of Science Foundation post·doctoral
Admissions and Records will be fellow in mathematics, will
closed for the Thanksgiving address a mathematics department
holiday, Nov. 26-28. The previous colloquium at 3:30p.m. Thursday
deadline was Nov. 28.
in the biology building, room 100,
Ecology Center

Ben Montoya of the Harvard
Law School will be recruiting on
campus Thursday for the
following programs: Harvard
medical and business schools;
Harvard graduate programs in
education; arts and sciences and
public administration; the
Brandeis graduate program in
social welfare, and the MIT school
of urban planning.
Interested students should
contact Montoya at the chicano
Studies Center, 1815 Las Lomas,
between 9 a.m.-noon, and 1-5
,p.m.

Songfest

Students for Environmental
Campus organizations are
Action will meet tonight at 7:30 invited to the Las Campanas
p.m., at 1417 Central, N.E.
songfest on Dec. 13, at 8 p.m.
The organization will be
opening an ecology information
TWO LOCATIONS:
<'enter soon and needs help of all
518 CENTRAL S.W. ALSO
kinds.
Benefit Dance
A benefit dance tonight at 8:30
in the Newman Auditorium will

905 Yale SE
A Great Place to Eat
and Drink, what more
con we soy?
2 P.M.-5 P.M. everyday
Harvey Wallbonger 85c

acolder beer.

EROS

ADULT THEATRE
$CASH$
WEEKLY EARNINGS

Blood Plasma Donors Ne«Jod I
BLOOD PLASMA DONOR CENTER
1807 Central N.E •
Tucs.-Sct. 8-5

518 Centro( S.W,

Ph. 243·0033
Movie Continuous-lobby Book
Store New Open. Adult Book>,
Magazines, Smm Film
Open 7 am to Midnite
Quarter Arcade
Admission $4.00 (Movie)

--·'

3)

Cold-Brewed B-8-B-Ballantine
,

P. Ballantine & Sons, Newark, Now Jorsey

.

I

CLA§§KFKED
ADVERrfK§KNG

1970 HONDA c1450--excellent conditionstock. $900 or best offer. Call AI nt 265'7070. 11/23
1963 TRIUMPH HERALD convertible.
66,000 miles. $395.00. 243-2379. 11/23
COMPLETE SKI OUTFIT (Womens).
]nee size 7% boots, telescopic poles, wood..
en Skitique 185 skiis, Cube bindings .. Used
less than one season. $75.00 or best offer ..
243-2463. 11/20

4. For Rent

7. Miscellaneous

NEVER USED ADLER typewriter. Parchased one year ago. Excellent condition.
Portable with carrying Cll9c. $50.00 or
best offer. Call Bctsy-255-2276. 11/18
HAM RADIO SET, good shape, extro.s, $65
or bmt offer. Evenings: 344-1517. 11/15
lt,IVE NEW 1971 component systems complete with Garrard changor, AM/FM
multiplex stereo radio. Inputs for extra
speakers, tape deck, guitar or head sets.
To bo sold for $09,9[) each or monthly
payment_,, United Freight Sales, 3920 San
Mateo, NE. Mon.-F.ri. 9..9i Sat. until 6.
10/29
USEDc-::T=:V.,.-'s----a:::-11-.t--,¥1:--es-.-:-$15 u:p. 441 Wyo;;;=
ing NE. 255·6.,.,9_87..,.,...1_2'-'/1_1--:-:,--,--o-----:8 NI~W ZIG ZAG Sewing MachinE's with
full tncotot·y gunrnntee. Nationally advertised brand to b<! sold for $35 each.
Monthly pnymentJ! nvailablo. These ma"hines may he inspectOO_ in war('houae- at
UNI'l'J-:D l•'HiciGHT SALES, 3920 San
Mateo NK 9-9 Mon.-Fri. Sat. until 6.
.

INSERT THE FOLLOWING. ADVERTISEMENT -~TIMES STARTING---

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

6)

TONIGHT 7:00 P.M.

ENCLOSED$._ _ __

ROOM 159 JOHNSON GYM
everyone invited to see what real rugby looks like

FORSALE

1960 CORVAffi, four door, $250 or offer.
Call 299-9638 after 5. 11/23
FUN FALCON STATION WAGON, 1963.
Good condition with standard transmission, radio, henter. $375. 344-6382.
11/23

TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement

3 Services

HIGHER EDUCATION: SECONDARY
EDUCATION: SOCIAL-ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT. Directories of Positions.
New, innovative approach • .Inexpensive..
Effective.. Write: Intercept/Soeiocom,
Harvard . Square P.O.. Box 317, Cambridge, MMs. 02138. Call: (617- 868-4150.
11/17
TYPING-fn..c:;t~ experieneed service-electric-reasonable. 119 Vru;sar SE. 266-4906
anytime. 11/19

5)

RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)
5¢ per word if same ad runs flve or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)

2. Lost & Found
6. Employment

SERVICES

CHILD CARE-ThnnkBgiving and Christmas UNM holidays. Hourly or weekly
rates. Leave your phone number at 2432881 for Glee Le Roy, R.N. 11/19

University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106

CLASSIFICATIONS:
1. Personals
5. For Sale

LOST & FOUND

THUMBER who rip:ped off sunglasses return to 325C Wayne Rd. NW. No basslee.
11/23
FOUND-Grey sweater with red trim. size
40. Name tag o! Patricia Linskey sewn
inside. Catalina. sweater. Found in Cnsa
del Sol. Ask CMhier. 11/23
I•'OUND ON THE MALL-brown wallet.
two tone, with :nnme Gale Robinson. Call
277-2364. 11/23

Proof of Age Required

NEW MEXICO RUGBY FOOTBALL CLUB

PLACED BY _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

..

EMPLOYMENT

JeARN Jo;XTRA MONgy I Wo need cnmp11s
rt'prese-ntativcs to sell quality electronir.
r.omt>oncnts, nt \'cry competitive prices.
Write to .Tcff Johnson National Direct
Sales Co. Suite 111, 32 So. 10th St., Hopldns, Minnesota 55343. 11/19
WANT SHORTHAND/TYPISTlor occ;;:
sional hours. 256-7945 niter 7 :ao. Mrs. B.
11/19
FULL TIME general ofllce. Chemical
knowledge. Acme Personnel. 1803 San
Pedro NE. 256-3546. 11/18

NMRFC vs Arizona

2:00 pm East of Johnson Gym
Wednesday, November 18, 1970
NEW MEXICO LOBO

2)

6616 CENTRAL S.E.
255-0892
(ACROSS FROM FAIRGROUNDS)
Minimum Age 21 YC<Jrs Old

from tho studies of the New Zculond Embmsy

"thny hold trll you really have to lcavo"

SALLY SORORITY: Please come home.
Scrva Fidem. 11/18
DANCE-to the music or the fnbuloWl
up]ain Janc.t' g .. 12 pm. Fridn:Y', Nov. 20,
SUB Ballroom. 11/20
POETRY WANTED for cooperative anthoiO!<Y· Include stamped envelope. Idlewild l'rC!!S, 1807 East Olym:pic, Los Angeles, California 90021. 12/2
,
NOTICE: ALL CLASSIFIED AJ?S must be
in by 3 :p.m. to run the followmg day,

You'll never taste

presents: "THE LION & THE KIWI"

SALOMON SKI BINDINGS

ANYONE WHO PAID for Mirage '70 and
who livc:s in town should pick up each
section and a cover from rm. 2~5.- Journalism Bldg. before Dec. 1. Mallmg refunds upon request given in Rm. 206.
12/1
WANTED: ROOMMATE for three bedroom house. $45/month your share. Need
transportation. 344-2097. 11/23
NEW YEARS IN MEXICO CITY AND
ACAPULCO. "Spcoial Studcnta Rates."
Leave December 27. Call 344·0545 • • •
243-4866 ' •• 344-0931. 12/11
TWO FREE KITTENS. 904 Arno SE, 2429169 after 5 :30 pm. 11/18
HAVE AN INTERESTING CRAFT? Need
some bread 1 Contoet Rich Miller, Catie
Angell at Original WorkB, 105 Mesa SE.
11/18

(@uttrtrt·.a
11Jnuugt &
Qtnuutry 1B-1B-(@ur

The in-the-process-of-being

Saturday 1st game

Chemistry Talk
Vladimir Hensel, vice president
of Universal Oil Products, Skokie,
Ill., will speak to the Central New
Mexieo Section of the American
Chemical Society mePting Friday,
Nov. 20, 8 p.m., in the chemistry
building, room 101.
Hm1sel will discuss automobiles
and air pollution. Universal
recently began a cooperative
effort with Chicago city transit
and environment authorities to
test l'quipment to reduce emission
pollution by automobiles,

New Addition Provides More Facilities for Foreign Students

Spaghetti

Joe is solidly implanted as the individual total offense
leader of the conference (and high in the nation) with 1,704
.total yards by running and passing. He is throwing for a
completion percentage of .526 with 102 for 194 and has
connected 15 times for touchdowns.

Imagine skiing the "Gentle Giant,"
Jackson Hole, with Suzy Chaffee
and Pepi Steigler. It's part of
SALOMON SKI BINDING'S
special college contest. Includes
round-trip air fare from your
hometown to Jackson Hole,
room, all meals, lift tickets, lessons
and a free pair of SALOMON SKI
BINDINGS! Glamorous former
U.S. Ski Team member Suzy and
Olympic gold medalist Pepi will
be there for personal instruction
or just fun-skiing. Enter today.

lnternat'l Center Becomes 'Mini-Union'

PAUL FLECK
Lobo Spc:>rts Edilor

Arizona State has a football team that Lobo coach Rudy
Feldman wishes was "playing on Sunday with the rest of the
pros." The Sun Devils are an impressive team, all right. They
have racked up 14 consecutive victories over the last two
seasons, and have by far an~ away the best statistics
1
(produced by the best personnel) 111 the league.
The Sun Devils' offense has recorded 314 points in eight
games. They are complimented with a defense which has
Joe Frazier's defense of his
heavyweight title against allowed only 95 points so far, but today I want to discuss the
Albuquerque's own Bobby Foster offense. The offense is blessed with talent two and three deep
from Detroit's Coho Hall, and at every position, but the force that co-ordinates the Sun
unbeaten George Foreman's clash Devil offense and makes it go is Joe Spagnola.
with Boone Kirkman from
"Spaghetti" Joe (a nickname derived from his more than
Madison Square Garden will both
be seen live on closed-circuit obvious Italian descent) is the senior quarterback from
television at the Albuquerque Patterson, N.J. who is making a serious bid for the Heisman
Civic Auditorium,
Trophy, awarded annually to the best college football player
The two fights may be seen
in the nation.
beginning at 7:30 p.m. and the
Since Joe has started for
championship fight will follow at
8:30p.m. from Detroit.
the Sun Devils, the team has
Frazier enters the match with
gone 22-3. As the five-game
the best knockout record of any
mark passed this season, he
heavyweight champion.
was the holder of every
Foster, a graduate of
career
passing record at ASU.
Albuquerque High School, will
have a height and reach advantage
And this year, helping his
over Frazier and has scored 33
team defend the WAC
knockouts in 42 fights fot· a . 786
championship, he has
kayo percentage.
directed
the team to 8-0 and
Preceding the Theatre Network
Television telecast, the fans will
placed them second in the
be entertained by the UNM Pep
nation in total offense ( 520.2
Band and others. The telecast is
yards per game).
being promoted locally by Bob
To list Joe's accomplishSmith, the "Sportsmith," and
ments would take a column
David Ryan, both Albuquerque
residents. Tickets are $5.25 for
in itself. Perhaps his billing as
the main floor and $4 balcony.
a "complete quarterback" is
Tickets may be obtained from
the most accurate and
Stromberg's or Moe's Barber Shop
on San Mateo.
encompassing statement you
Joe Spagnola
could make about the 6-1,
173-pound star.
~kip Bryant of the Tempe Daily News has been following
Joe's career ever since he enrolled at ASU. He evaluates
Spagnola this way: "Arizona State runs the triple option this
year-HIS name is Joe Spagnola. He is a slick, deft ball
handler, a dangerous breakaway runner on the keep or pitch
play, skilled in running either drop back or rollout pass plays,
Repair & :\laintcnancc
and
a deadly marksman through the air. He calls his own
on all foreign cars
game and automatics when the situation calls for it, or about
'Joreign Car Specialis1s 50 percent of the time. But perhaps more important, he has
the tough, winning mental approach to the game. He keeps
333 Wyoming Blvd. NE
his cool and he wins."
Free Estimates
Not much more could be said of a quarterback. But the
results he attains speak louder than anyone's words of praise
for Spagnola.

LOBOS
£CLIPS£

SUNDfVILSJ

•
scann1ng
the scene

I'ART-TIME SALES. Long hnlr ok. Cal!
Stnn 268-3966, 11/20
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Editorial:

Lobo
Merit Badge
The faculty yesterday rejected out
of hand a proposal for a
representative faculty senate. The
faculty then must have a suggestion
box waiting for any means of solving
the problems the faculty senate was
designed to solve.
The three major housekeeping
activities needed in the
faculty-streamlining the committee
structure, providing a more efficient
means of handling student grievances
and finding a means to prevent
faculty time wasting in procedural
hassles in open meeting-cannot be
solved merely by letting things ride.
The present piecemeal approach
to reviewing committees is not likely
to meet the North Central
Accrediting Assn. mandate for
"improved effectiveness" in
University decision-making by June,
1971. What is needed is an overhaul
of the methods of committee
appointment, delegation cf
committee responsibilities and means
of securing student representation on
all major committees. Only a major
re-organization of the faculty can
provide those necessities.
In the past however, the faculty
has been loath to abolish or
re-constitute any given committee,
presumably serving such action for
some unspecified academic rainy
day.
That students can be integrated
more fully into the University
governance structure without such a
major overhaul is doubtful.
·
The faculty has shown very little
interest, as a body, for a stronger
student voice in decision-making. A
senate would have put elected
representatives of each group

together in a working-size body to
do some hard bargaining for student
power.
The most precious right of the
faculty, as shown by yesterday's vote
is the right to speak on anything
from placement of semicolons in a
new proposal to opposing theories of
· education in open meeting, despite
the press of business.
Pure democracy is admirable but
difficult to sustain with a body of
over 500 persons.
If the faculty continues to
indicate it cannot or will not be
responsible to the needs of the
University then it might be time for
the Regents to step in and reorganize
for them. That is something we
would hate to see-particularly in
light of the recent Study Committee
report-but it may be the only
alternative to the faculty's continued
insistence on doing nothing and
doing it as a body.
Casey Church

Letters:
Disassociation
To the Editor:
As members of the radical
community we cannot support any
of the candidates for the ASUNM
Senate except for the following: The
Brotherhood, John Lieuwen and
Don Fersh.
We also denounce the candidates
endorsed by Concerned Students, a
group of 29 students who did not in
any way represent the student body
at the University. The candidates
endorsed by this elitist group were

-~--------

the products of compromise and
railroading. As representatives of
Students for a Democratic Society
the Mobilization Committee and th~
Marinus Van der Lubbe Historical
Society we cannot compromise our
conscience and mu~t emphatically
state that these candidates endorsed
by Concerned Students do not
reflect our endorsements.
We attended the meeting of
Concerned Students in the naive
hope that some constructive
endorsements could be made. The
farcical nature of this meeting and
the often slanderous and biased
comments of the chairman made this
impossible from the start. It was
only our mistake that we stayed and
added legitimacy to this shuck.
Dough Nance for Students for
Democratic Society
Larry McGehee for Student
Mobilization Committee
Stuart Dyson for Marinus Van der
Lubbe Historical Society

····I •.
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WASHINGTON (UPI)- given little chance of approval this
President Nixon asked Congress year by the lame duck session of
Wednesday for an additional Congress.
$1. 0 3 5 bill ion in foreign aid,
Leading the supplemental
chiefly to help Israel offset the request was $500 million in credits
Soviet Missile buildup in the Suez for Israeli purchase of warplanes
Canal Zone and to bolster the and other sophisticated military
Communist-threatened equipment already committed to
Cambodian military.
the Tel Aviv government. Nixon
Nixon said the request, coming said he would prefer curbing
on top of $2.2 billion previously Middle East arms shipments, but
sought, was required to help the that Soviet Arms aid forced him to
United States "reduce our direct "preserve the delicate military
involvement abroad." But it was balance" there.

MeTTY (?)Old England

Panties Si, Justice No

•

By United Press International
LONDON-A 21-year-old girl
who dashed into Carnaby Street
wearing only a pair of pink panties
was fined $12 Tuesday for causing
an obstruction.

The University
As A
Feudal System

'

UNM students pay their usual
close regard to last-minute pleas
for votes from ASUNM Senate
candidates while one ardent
electioneer graphically illustrated
his concern for campus ecology.

Ho, Ho, Hum

Reprinted from the ·
not, unfortunately, mutual course load requirements from the
UCLA Daily Bruin .
changes they want in the uniwrsity,
institutions for everyone, but,
The author of this article, instead, organizations serving only academic senate.
they
abandon these "channels" for
The senators said no.
Donnybrook, said he owes much to those in a specific category. These
either unsanctioned activitv or
Professors, working through the
the UCLA ombudsman for thoughts institutions are ineffectual because
apathy. 'fhat is why stud~nts
academic senate at about the same
expressed in the article.
demonstrate, throw rocks and burn;
they cannot surmount the general time, were unable to retain Angela
The campus community does not authoritarian framework in which
that
is why less than 5000 stud(•nts
Davis on the faculty.
exist. We are students and teachers
vote in undergraduate elections; that
they exist. The decisions they
The regents said no.
and administrators and employes; we
is why academie senate meetings
are at the same place at the same
often play to an empty ball.
time; we are inextricably
To become responsive to those iL
interdependent, but we are a
exists to serve, to earn the right to
community only in myth.
speak of responsibility and freedom,
We hold nothing in common.
and, indeed, to emerge from the
There is no single law which governs
13th century and acknowledge the
us all, nor a single authority to which
progress in political systems made
we go for justice. We do not share
since that time, the university must
equally the aggregate of power, nor
evolve new institutions which serve
do we work together for the
us all as a community, replacing with
common good. Our relationships are
them the present structures which
not between individuals but between
offer the illusion, but not the fact of
roles, and we support a constant
participatory governance.
'
struggle between these roles. There is
In many ways we arc a city at
nothing that makes us a community.
UCLA,
a small city of some 45,000
Our campus, our university,
people.
resembles instead the medieval
model of government. Element for
We could elect our chancellor, as
element, from the governor and
the citizens of a city elect their
regents as king and court, through
mayor. Instead of councilmanic
districts, we could offer
the chancellor and faculty as duke
constituencies for representation by
and nobility, to the students and
department, or college, or failing
employes as middle class and
that, revert to the old formula of
peasantry, we correspond with
students - faculty - staff.
astonishing similarity to the political
structures of the late Middle Ages.
Certainly at this point in time the
The power to decide and,
plan is unrealistic; it hardly carries
increasingly, the decisions themselves
the endorsement :of the board of
come down through the levels of our
regents. And just as certainly the
micro-society. Only very rarely is the
idea needs extensivP. development,
process reversed, almost as rarely is a
both in structural components and
decision changed. Members of a
specific features, to become
lower category are virtually
workable. It is an ideal.
important in contending with the
:Sut we must move in the direction
Everything, in both cases, was
· edicts from a superior level. And it is produce often go contrary to the
wishes of an institution at a higher done by vote, but the ultimate of this democratic ideal and move
the sufferance of the latter, not the
level and are therefore, simply decisions were hardly democratically rapidly. Because it appe'ars that at
power of the former, that permits vetoed.
change.
reached. As individuals begin to some point in the near future
Students, working through their realize that the democratic institutions will operate "of the
Certainly, there are democratic senate legislative council, last year,
institutions at their level are people, by the people, for the
institutions within the University;
were unable to secure a change in structurally unable to produce the people," or the.y will not operate at
all.
r

President Nixon Asks Congress
For More Foreign Aid Fu.nds
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ASHFORD, England-charles
Wright, a 72-year-old pensioner,
tossed his canary's leftover seed
into his garden for wild birds to eat.
Some seed took root and
produced plants four-feet tall.
Wright let them grow. He
decorated his bungalow with them.
A local horticultural society used
some in a display.
It turned out to be marijuana.
"They were nice looking plants
so I let them grow," Wright told a
magistrates court Tuesday. "If I'd
known it was an offense, I
wouldn't have."
.
The charge o f 1'II ega 11 Y growmg
mariJUana
-·
was dropped ·
P E N Z A N C E
•
E ng I an d - P o ] 1ce
.
h ave h"rre d a
c h urch h a II t o put up a d 1.SP Iay o f
women 's un d erwear ·
Th e garment s were so
t 1en f rom
cIo th es Imes.
o
ICe
recovere
d th e
.
p I"

their owners have been too
embarrassed to claim them.
"We thought of displaying them
at the local police station," a police
spokesman said. "But there wasn't
enough room-we couldn't festoon
the booking office with lines of
frillies,"

BuIIetln•

Senate Elections
Elections returns from the
ASUNM senatorial race and
referendum were not tabulated
by The Lobo's press time last
night.
The final certified tallies will
appear in tomorrow's Lobo.
40 candidates were vying for
12 Senate seats. Referendum
d
questions included
a suggeste
lowering
of the
hours
requirements for ASUNM
president and vice president, a
quest 1·onnaire on the
Indo-China war to be
forwarded to ,President Nixon,
and minor constitutional
revisions.

He also requested $255 million
for Cambodia, with most of the
military aid for ammunition and
other simple hardware.
White House officials said last
spring's Cambodian intervention
had resulted in withdrawal of four
North Vietnamese divisions from
Vietnam. They said the $255
million sought for Cambodia was a
small price to pay for this progress
in winding down the Vietnam war,
In other Middle East requests,
Nixon sought $30 million to
replace Jordanian losses resulting
from its battle with Palestinian
guerrillas and Syrian tank invaders,
as well as $5 million for Lebanon.
Sen. J. William Fulbright,
D-Ark., chairman of the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee, said
it represents "a very serious
enlargement of our responsibilities
in Southeast Asia. We are
undertaking a whole new
responsibility to carry Cambodia
along like Vietnam."
Senate Democratic Leader Mike
Mansfield said he wanted a "quid
pro quo" from the administration
before the Senate takes action. By
this, he said he meant continued
withdrawals from Korea, increased
withdrawals from Vietnam and
assurance that American troops
would not be sent to the Middle
East.
On top of this, Fulbright said the
measure would be introduced as an
amendment to the foreign military
sales bill.

Biologist

Clifford Crawford will head a
biology department seminar
Friday, 10:30 a.m., in biology
building, room 139.
.
The UNM biologist is president
of the New Mexico Conservation
Coordinating Council and an
entomologist who received his
doctorate at Washington State
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Campus Police Will Receive New Radio Equipment
B BERTTEMPLE
I n t Y0 d a y ' s w 0 r I d ,
communication is a vital word to
the police officer. The UNM
Campus Police will receive better
communication equipment
through a recent Federal grant.
The new equipment will greatly
improve the operational
g communi cat i o 11 s, enabling the
t_J_· dispatchertoutilizethepolicemen
~ on patrol in a faster andmore
"" reliable operation, said Ralph
l'fl Holst captain of the campus
security force.
§
The $1560,grant was furnished
under a provision of the Omnibus
ti Crime Control and Safe Streets Act
~ of 1968 and administered by the
!'] Governor's Policy Board for Law
Ei Enforcement.
hi
'fhe grant will be used to
fr~ purchase a new base station
transmitter and mobile radio. 'fhe
!:;:] new equipment will end the
f~ n e cess it y of sharing
~ communication facilities with the
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University Physical Plant. The
police and Physical Plant both have
been using the same transmitter
and frequency.
"This does hamper our
communications with the patrol
cars," said Holst. "There have been
times when we want to use the
radio, butthePhysicalPlant.ison
the air. Of course, the reverse IS also
tr~~·"
. .
. .
. th
Other umvers1ties are m
e
same shape," said Holst .."A
number of campus pollee
departments have complained
aboutthef~·equencyfacility." .
The radw frequency overlap for
UNM police will no longer exist
o nee the new· equipment is
received. "With the new base
facility, we will have out own
frequency and transmitter," said
Holst.
.
"We didn't get all the equipment
we asked for," Holst added,
"li'eder~l mone;v is alloc~ted on a
population basis. There 1s only so

much to go around to the state's
colleges and municipalities. JYfost _of
the Federal money goes pnmar1ly
to the municipal law enforcement
agencies."
T.he funds ha:ve ~ot been
rece1ved by the Un~vers1ty for the
purchase of the eqmpment, but ~he
new frequ:ncy ~he pohce
dep~ment will be usmg has been
r ece1ve~ ftr.om tChe Fe?e~anl
ommumc~ Ions
on;m1ss
(FCC). It will ~? a ~ohce band
(frequency), wh1ch will be used
only by the
Campus police.
. T~e remamder o~ the funds
to UNJYI will b? used to
o b t a.m a ~alln.e·talkle. The
walkie-tallne ~111 enab~e .the
patrolman, checkmg the ~mldmgs
on camp~s, t? have .mstant
c?mmun.Ic,atlon.s ~1th the
d1s1~ateher m the offiCe, mstead of
havmg to locatea tele~hone.
Holst_ also expects 1t to be used
extens1vel.y. at ~ports events.
Presently, the policeman has to

leaveh1spo~ttog1Vemformatwnto

another officer at the sports
..,.,.....

ev~t

0

d1stn~uted

~NM

Phnto hy Boh Bulk't'

Ralph Holst

